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Introduction
Some girls know right away that they are full-out lesbians. Some gals discover later in life that they are
bi-curious. But what about the hotties who think they are completely straight? Lesbo Trick is a reality
porn site that features a sexy dyke on the prowl who finds straight girls and convinces them to switch
sides... just for one afternoon! As a member of The Tongue you can sign-up for the discounted price of
just $9.99 a month!

Adult Review
Lesbo Trick is a bit different from your typical lesbian porn site. The amateurs don't know what they're getting into at first -
but once they have a face full of pussy they aren't going to be doing one bit of complaining. 
  
  The member's area at Lesbo Trick can be a bit overwhelming at first since so many of the options pertain to the bonus
network. The Featured Series section is where the 25 episodes of pure lesbian goodness are waiting for you. These reality
porn lesbian scenes are not just lipstick lesbians doing this for a paycheck. Instead they're passionate about pussy, getting
deep in there and giving them a tongue probing that you'll never forget. Plus, like most lesbian porn sites, they are all about
the sex toys to finish off the job.
  
  Each of the 25 episodes has a photo set and video so you can enjoy the action both ways. The photo sets are actual pictures
as opposed to vidcaps, which shows that Lesbo Trick is really keen on putting forth the extra effort to get you going. The
pictures are crisp and clear at 1024x680 and put you right in the middle of the action. It would have been nice to have had zip
downloads so you can get all the pictures at once, but that's just a small oversight.
  
  The videos are rather lengthy for reality porn videos, clocking in at 40 minutes a pop. That's a lot of lesbian licking, and
given how intense these amateurs are that means at least three orgasms, every single one of them real. There are four different
formats: Xvid at 576x432 and 2 mbps is the highest quality, WMV is midrange but fast downloading, MP4 is perfect for porn
on the go, and the Flash streaming will throw you right into the action.
  
  Now that you've seen what Lesbo Trick has to offer,it's time to talk about the bonus network. This network has 120 bonus
sites and 23,000 bonus scenes - it's safe to say that there is going to be an extensive lesbian porn selection throughout the
daily updates, or pretty much any other type of porn that you want to get into.
  
  Lesbo Trick is a well done lesbian reality porn site with just a few flaws that are easily overlooked due to the quality of
content and the quantity of the bonus network.
  
  
  

Porn Summary
Lesbo Trick is a reality porn themed lesbian site that tricks horny amateurs into girl on girl action - but after they get over the
trick, they are most than a little bit enthusiastic about getting their girl on girl freak on. The bonus network is the icing on the
cake, making this a great lesbian porn value.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Lesbo Trick Is An Interesting Idea For A Pornsite'
Quality: 91  Updates: 80 Exclusive: 81 Interface: 83
Support: 88 Unique: 75    Taste: 79        Final: 82
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